
GREY
Enhanced wood. 
Advanced performance. 

› Durable
Solid and stable, Accoya Color lasts longer
than other wood decking, fully guaranteed.

› Low-maintenance
Designed for a long lifetime of minimal maintenance
and maximum enjoyment.

›
Non-toxic and made from responsibly sourced FSC® timber,
it’s decking that’s kinder to our planet.

› Beautiful
Consistently colo red all the way through the wood,
for a premium look and feel that lasts.
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Accoya Color combines the beauty of natural, sustainable wood with 
the advanced performance of an enhanced material to create the 
ultimate decking solution for iving spaces.

N/A

Accoya Color Grey is a natural wood product  subject to variations in 
shade and uniformity of colo r between boards. Please note that there can be small less-colo red 
areas within grade. While every piece of Accoya Color Grey is colo red surface to core, ensuring high 
durability and low maintenance, please be aware the product may look lighter or darker depending on 
the batch of product, the natural wood characteristics and the environment the product is used in. Fine 
cracks can appear on Accoya after installation and when it starts to weather. Cracks are a 
natural phenomenon on wood and have no effect on its durability.

Accoya® Wood has been produced commercially since 2007, initially in 
small volumes, then growing as manufacturers and architects gained an 
appreciation of its characteristics. Accoya Color shares all these attributes 
and more.

For installation guidelines please see www.accoya.com.
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